Gelation, phase behavior, and dynamics of β-lactoglobulin amyloid fibrils at varying concentrations and ionic strengths.
We have investigated the thermodynamic and dynamic behavior of multistranded β-lactoglobulin protein fibrils in water, by combining static, dynamic, and depolarized dynamic light scattering (SLS, DLS, DDLS), small angle neutron scattering (SANS), rheology, and cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM). We focus on the region of the phase diagram at which ionic strength and concentration changes induce transitions in gelation and lyotropic liquid crystalline behavior. An increase in ionic strength, induced by NaCl salt, progressively causes the phase transitions from nematic (N) to gel (G) phases; a further increase causes the transition to a translucent phase and to a macroscopic phase separation, respectively. An increase in fibril concentration induces first a phase transition from an isotropic (I) to a nematic phase (N); a further increase induces the formation of a gel phase. The protein gel strength is investigated by rheology measurements. SANS and osmotic compressibility calculated by SLS measurements clearly capture the main features of the IN transition of β-lactoglobulin protein fibrils. The form and structure factors measured by scattering experiments are analyzed by the polymer reference interaction site model (PRISM). Dynamics of the protein fibrils at different concentrations, measured by polarized and depolarized dynamic light scattering, show both individual and collective diffusion after the isotropic-nematic transition. Above this transition, cryo-TEM images further demonstrate the alignment of the protein fibrils, which is quantified by a 2D order parameter. This work discusses comprehensively, both experimentally and theoretically, the thermodynamics and dynamic features of β-lactoglobulin amyloid fibrils in a vast region of the concentration-ionic strength phase diagram.